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1 Introduction
This deliverable is the last one of WP3, Cyber assurance and protection in an industrial cloud
infrastructure, thus encompassing all activities and tools developed and/or used during work
package life (M6-M30) for the industrial IoT cybersecurity framework as target of the project.
This document reports all the updates and enhancements related to the components, realized as
objective of WP3 tasks, running on the Cloud Layer of the framework and already introduced
in previous deliverables (D3.1 [1] , D3.2 [2] , D3.3 [3] ). The integration of components is
discussed in D4.3 that is due at M30 as this deliverable.
Document organization follows WP structure by tasks.
In chapter 2, Heterogeneous Hybrid Cloud Environment, the document reports the Cloud Layer
of the C4IIoT framework, where the following modules are deployed: BACS (Behavioural
Analysis and Cognitive Security), Mitigation Engine, and Security Assurance. Figure 1-1
represents C4IIoT framework architecture with, highlighted in green color, the Cloud Layer
modules and Security Level 2 and 3 (transversal to all the framework) technologies discussed
in this document.
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Figure 1-1. The C4IIoT Architecture

Chapter 3 describes BACS framework with its behavioural models based on advanced deep
learning techniques and security and privacy enhancement provided from Intel-SGX
technology.
Chapter 4 describes Mitigation Engine Module Framework with its engine and the use of
integrated tools and technologies: CARMAS (named Variamos in previous deliverables), the
software defined networking (SDN) controller DISCO, and the binary code analyser BINSEC.
Chapter 5 describes C4IIoT’s Level-2 and Level-3 Security Mechanisms and the Privacy aware,
Trustworthy Data & Analytics techniques.
Chapter 6 describes at high level C4IIoT Security Assurance Module with peculiarities for
Industrial IIoT use cases.
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The document closes with a chapter of Conclusions followed by a section for References. The
Appendix includes more technical details about Partially Decentralized Access Control
(PDAC).
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2 Heterogeneous Hybrid Cloud Environment
This chapter describes the Hybrid Cloud Environment that has been setup, in line with the
architecture specification of C4IIoT project, for prototype deployed at the CRF trial
environment supporting both the logistics and factory use cases.

Heterogeneous Cloud Support
C4IIoT cloud layer is based on Kubernetes technologies and thus, as described in the
Architecture Specification of D1.3 chapter 5 and further detailed in D3.1 chapter 3, can
potentially be deployed on different cloud model technologies: public, private and hybrid
clouds as well as traditional or virtualized data centers. For the specific CRF case, the main part
of C4IIoT cloud layer is deployed on a set of virtual machines hosted inside a private cloud
managed for CRF by their corporate technology partner NPO (based in Turin – Italy).
Moreover, due to some specific HW requirements for BACS component that could not be
satisfied by NPO (i.e. Intel SGX Enclave support), the cloud layer is logically expanded to a
secondary cloud hosted by FORTH, using an IPsec for intra-clouds communications.
The cloud layer is communicating with the other C4IIoT layers (field gateway & edge) that are
deployed directly inside CRF corporate network, through another dedicated IPsec connection.
Figure 2-1Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found. displays
the deployment of the cloud layer resources dedicated to C4IIoT trial, including the connections
to the field gateway. The C4IIoT developer of the different components will use VPNs to
connect to NPO or CRF environments for their deployment and tests.

Figure 2-1. Resources for CRF Trial Cloud Layer
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The two virtual machines (identified as VM1 & VM2 in the figure) have the following
characteristics:
VM1

VM2

Hostname

c4iiot1

c4iiot2

IP address

172.31.16.11

172.31.16.12

Operating System

Ubuntu Server 20.04.3 LTS

Ubuntu Server 20.04.3 LTS

Privileged accounts
specific C4IIoT users

for YES (sudoers)

YES (sudoers)

Table 1. VMs for Cloud Layer and Cloud Services

More specifically, VM1 at NPO cloud is where Kubernetes single node cluster is running.
Differently from the initial selection of Minikube done at the beginning of the project, and
mentioned in D3.1 section 3.2, another distribution of a small footprint K8s distribution has
been tested in the Lab and then deployed into CRF trial, i.e. MicroK8s by Canonical [9] , a
“High availability K8s with low-ops, minimal production Kubernetes, for devs, cloud, clusters,
workstations, Edge and IoT”. This distribution has demonstrated high stability, flexibility and
has a very simple mechanism for transparent scalability mechanism to a multi-node cluster –
thus it has been selected as the container platform for C4IIoT.
Figure 2-2Error! Reference source not found. shows the status of microk8s after boot,
enabled add-ons are the ones listed under the “enabled:” keyword, the other ones are not
required for C4IIoT project.
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Figure 2-2. MicroK8s settings

VM2 is hosting the private PKI/CA for C4IIoT, EJBCA Community Edition – the same one
described in D3.1 section 3.3.1 - and the private Docker registry for C4IIoT container images,
Harbor – already presented in D3.1 section 3.3.4, but using Trivy instead of the deprecated Clair
module to perform image security scanning.
2.1.1 Network isolation of C4IIoT modules: K8s Ingress is C4IIoT Cloud Gateway
MicroK8s, implementing the full basic set of low-level services of Kubernetes, includes an
Ingress module based in Nginx, similar to the one used by Minikube, described in D3.1 section
3.2.1.
The main difference between the Ingress modules of these distributions is not functional, i.e.,
they provide the same high-level features but related to the revision level of the Nginx version
that has been integrated into the K8s baseline. Therefore, MicroK8s latest version includes a
more recent version of Nginx Ingress module, that has fixed some issues of the previous releases
and refined few details of the extension’s configuration syntax.
The Cloud Gateway is implemented by correctly configuring the MicroK8s Ingress module to
act as the single point of contact/entry endpoint of all components deployed inside the Cloud
Layer. Thus, the Cloud Gateway isolates all C4IIoT modules deployed inside the Cloud Layer
from any direct network connection originating outside of the Cloud Layer itself. The Ingress
rules determine the externally-exposed URL endpoint of each published service (always
referring to the Cloud Gateway IP address, but with a different path for each service), as well
as the mapping to the internal component endpoint.
In the example of Figure 2-3Error! Reference source not found., the highlighted sample
YAML rule maps (from MicroK8s dashboard) URL https://c4-gg.eu/c4m7 to the K8S pod
exposing service “c4mod7” on its port 443.
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Figure 2-3. Cloud Gateway dispatch rules

Moreover, the cloud gateway plays a central role in the protection of the Cloud Layer
components, aggregating and consistently applying all the protection mechanisms designed for
the C4IIoT project case to any incoming connection requests to internal modules:
•
•
•

Traffic encryption using HTTPS (TLS) for the REST API communications
Authentication of the REST API clients
Web Application Firewall for further protection of the single REST endpoint of the
Cloud Layer

These mechanisms are described in the next sections of this chapter.

2.1.2 Traffic encryption and authentication enforcement
C4IIoT Cloud Gateway enforces traffic encryption for all communications directed to any
internal component, using a consistent configuration of the service interface exposed by Ingress
module. Specifically, the Cloud Gateway stores its own X.509 public certificate and private key
inside a “K8s secret” object (for security reason private sensitive information like certificates,
keys, passwords, etc. are stored in encrypted format as “K8s Secrets”, and only referenced by
name inside other components YAML configuration files).
The “secret” of the Cloud Gateway is then referenced inside Ingress configuration that will use
it – without disclosing its contents to system operators – for the HTTPS encryption of all REST
APIs communications.
In addition, the TLS client verification option of the Ingress module will enforce that only REST
API clients with certificates issued by a configured set of trusted CAs are allowed to
communicate with internal Cloud Layer modules.
C4IIoT components deployed inside the Cloud Layer have the flexibility to use HTTP or
HTTPS for intra-cloud-layer communications, since they’re connected only to the private
protected internal K8s network. This implies that components of C4IIoT inside Cloud Layer
have the freedom to choose whether to expose their REST API services either in HTTP or in
HTTPS: the Cloud Gateway will anyways expose externally only HTTPS endpoints. This
feature can be useful to protect components that do not natively support HTTPS or that do not
want to manage by themselves the privacy implications of the usage and storage of the
certificates and private keys needed for HTTPS.
Figure 2-4Error! Reference source not found. shows a sample of the HTTPS/TLS
configuration YAML of the Ingress used by the Cloud Gateway (from microK8s dashboard):
“auth-tls-secret” refers to the certificate and private key, “auth-tls-verify-client” enables client
authentication, while “backend-protocols” also request the usage of HTTPS between the Cloud
Gateway and internal cloud layer components.
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Figure 2-4. Cloud Gateway HTTPS/TLS configuration

In the C4IIoT architecture there’s one communication service of the Cloud Layer that is not
using REST APIs to exchange information to other instances of the same service deployed at
field layer (i.e., Kafka message broker). For this specific service, that won’t be protected by
Cloud Gateway since it’s not using a REST API, an exception has been configured in MicroK8s
to open a specific port to allow Kafka Cloud Layer broker to exchange message with Kafka
Field Layer instance. In this specific case the responsibility of traffic encryption and client
authentication is left to Kafka internal configuration.

2.1.3 Cloud Gateway embedded Web Application Firewall
The VM where MicroK8s is running, and therefore also Cloud Gateway, is protected by NPO
Firewall. In addition to its function of single controlled access point to cloud layer modules, the
Cloud Controller for C4IIoT embeds a Web Application Firewall to protect the external HTTPS
REST API requests from attacks based on common hacker techniques developed for the Web
sites.
The Nginx Ingress module of the Cloud Gateway is configured to include the OWASP
Foundation [10] Modsecurity engine with the OWASP ModSecurity Core Rules Set [11] .
These rules prevent common attacks techniques such as SQL Injection (SQLi), Cross Site
Scripting (XSS), Local File Inclusion (LFI), Remote File Inclusion (RFI), Remote Code
Execution (RCE), PHP Code Injection, HTTP Protocol Violations, HTTPoxy, Shellshock,
Session Fixation, Scanner Detection, Metadata/Error Leakages, Project Honey Pot Blacklist,
GeoIP Country Blocking.
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In Figure 2-5Error! Reference source not found. the highlight shows how to enable
Modsecurity engine for the Nginx Ingress in the YAML configuration of the Cloud Gateway,
and how to select the OWASP Core Rules Set (CRS).

Figure 2-5. Web Application Firewall configuration

Orchestration of Utility Services
Referring to Figure 2-1Error! Reference source not found. diagram, VM2 is hosting EJBCA
Community Edition (the private PKI/CA for C4IIoT), and Harbor (the private Docker registry
for C4IIoT container images). Since these utility services need to be potentially accessible from
any C4IIoT layer (Cloud, Field or Edge) with protocols not based on REST/HTTPS, they are
deployed as Docker containers outside the K8s cluster of the Cloud Layer.
VM2 will also host other containerized utility services based on proprietary protocols (like the
blockchain); these components are described in other chapters of this document.

2.2.1 Identity Management
In C4IIOT the identity management is provided by the PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) based
on EJBCA, as described in D4.1 chapter 2 “Identity Management”. EJBCA software provides
flexible private PKI (public key infrastructure) and certificate authority (CA) supporting
devops, IoT, manufacturing and enterprise use cases. The identity management provides a smart
identity for the end entity (user of PKI certificates and/or end user system that is the subject of
a certificate) with a digital certificate (the digital certificate containing a public key for an entity
and a name for that entity, together with some other information that is rendered un-forgeable
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by the digital signature of the certification authority that issued the certificate, encoded in the
format defined in the ISO/ITU-T X.509 standard.)
In C4IIOT, the management of the certificates on different systems or the identification of EE
on non-homogeneous systems is the activity for administrator of CA. This activity could be
identified as Identity and Access Management systems.
The main security mechanisms on which IAM solutions are based are:
•
•
•
•
•

Classification of subjects (profile, access rights, etc.) - Identity Management
Account management on targets - Provisioning
Access control of subjects to information on targets - Security Policy
Management of the life cycle of subjects - Workflow
Verification of access to information and actions performed - Logging & Auditing

Each item listed previously are part of X509 lifecycle and handled by the EJBCA management
web site.

2.2.2 Certificate Authority services
Many components of the C4IIoT architecture require X.509 certificates (and the relative private
key) to enable server-side HTTPS connections with TLS or for client-side authentication, like
for instance device sensors or the specific roles of Attribute Based Encryption mechanism
(described in chapter 5).
As already mentioned in D4.1 chapter 2 “Identity Management”, the open-source Certificate
Authority (CA) and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) selected for the specific needs of the
C4IIoT project is EBJCA Community edition [12] . The structure of the CA usage in the context
of the project has been described in D4.1. This section describes the deployment options for the
CRF trial.
EJBCA Community version is available as dockerized containers for “quick-start test” (single
container with embedded pre-initialized DB) and “production mode” (with load-balanced
front-ends, double instance CA engine and independent DB containers).
The setup process of the new private CA for C4IIoT project requires 3 main steps to perform
the “New CA Boot Ceremony” (the related documentation “CP-Certificate Policy” and
“CPS-Certificate Practice Statements” are created at this time):
1. From a “Management CA” get the X.509 certificate and private key for the C4IIoT CA
host (server certificate for the specific DNS name of VM2 that will host EJBCA
instance)
2. Configure the basic information for the C4IIoT CA (e.g., CA name, the X.509 certificate
and private key, etc.) and boot the new instance by starting the relative containers
3. Using Web Administration GUI of C4IIoT EJBCA configure the internal structure of
the CA (e.g., Sub-CAs, entity profiles, management services, roles, and client
credentials, etc.)
For step 1, the “Management CA” is booted as a “quick-start” single container instance (that
use the pre-initialized DB containing a default certificate) and from its Web Admin Interface
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the certificate for C4IIoT CA is created – signed by the Management CA; moreover a
“SuperAdmin” client certificate for C4IIoT CA is downloaded.
At step 2, the C4IIoT CA is booted with the previously created X.509 certificate and private
key, using the “production mode” configuration. This step will start a set of containers as shown
in the screenshot of Figure 2-6: “ejbca-frontend” is an Apache container acting as front-end and
load balancer for the 2 “ejbca-node1/2” instances (for high availability) and a separate “ejbcadatabase” MariaDB container.

Figure 2-6. EJBCA containers

Once all containers are up and running, the Web Administration GUI can be used in step 3 to
perform the configuration of the CA structure (accessing it via HTTPS on default port 443 at
VM2 IP address).
This interface is responding to Web Browser requests only if the “SuperAdmin” client
certificate has previously been loaded into the trusted store of the Web Browser itself.
If the Web client does not have a suitable certificate, the following message will be displayed:
Authorization Denied
Cause : Client certificate required.
Figure 2-7Error! Reference source not found. shows the home page of the admin GUI of
C4IIoT CA with its list of Certification Authorities: the original “Management CA”, the main
“C4IIoT CA” and its four SubCAs.
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Figure 2-7. EJBCA Web Admin

2.2.3 Secure Private Docker image registry
To further enhance the security of the C4IIoT components, a secure private Docker image
registry has been selected: the open source Harbor project [13] offers a trusted cloud native
repository for Docker, accessible both from components inside the Cloud Layer as well as from
other layers, that integrates the features needed by C4IIoT:
•

Standard Docker Registry interface

•

Integrated control on image signing process

•

Integrated control on image vulnerabilities

Figure 2-8 provides a sample view on the status of four different tags of a test Docker container
image: the top highlighted box shows which ones have been signed (the first two with the green
tick) and at the bottom the list of vulnerabilities found during the automatic scan.
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Figure 2-8. Harbor image status

The images stored inside the Harbor private registry are divided into “projects” (a sort of
folders), each one with its own specific configuration. The following list summarizes the main
peculiarities that can be independently configured for each project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public/private: unregistered users can “docker pull” (i.e., download) images only from
public projects. Image “docker push” is allowed only to registered users with write
access to the project – independently from public/private
Access roles permissions on operations on the project
Manual/Automatic image scanning at “docker push” time
Threshold on the severity of the vulnerabilities discovered inside the image to prevent
“docker pull” requests
Docker Content Trust (DCT) enablement, to allow image signing at “docker push”
Flag to prevent unsigned images to be retrieved with “docker pull”

Access to the admin GUI of Harbor is through a web interface responding to HTTPS at port
8443 on VM2 (to avoid conflicts with EJBCA); anyways both EJBCA and Harbor can share
the same X.509 certificate for HTTPS/TLS since they’re running on the same node.
Figure 2-9Error! Reference source not found. shows the properties of one sample Harbor
project, the highlighted part refers to the security aspects such as, public/private, DCT support,
acceptance limit for vulnerabilities and automatic scanning of new images.
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Figure 2-9. Harbor project security properties

Figure 2-10Error! Reference source not found. shows the admin page to control which users
have access to a project, and with which role. Harbor has a Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
mechanism to assign each user a role (in increasing capabilities order: Limited Guest, Guest,
Developer, Master, Project Admin), and to enable users to access specific projects.
The complete list of actions each role is allowed to perform on a project is described in Harbor
documentation at [14]

Figure 2-10. Harbor RBAC
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Harbor has a pluggable interface to integrate image scanners, and the latest version of Harbor
integrates the Trivy [15] instead of Clair, that is now deprecated. The functionality and the
presentation remain the same as the one described in D3.1 section 3.3.4.
Figure 2-11Error! Reference source not found. shows the result of the scan for an image with
no vulnerabilities found by Trivy.

Figure 2-11. Harbor safe image scan result

For C4IIoT project the feature of automatic image scanning is enabled as well as the threshold
to block downloads of images containing “high” severity vulnerability and this provides a
guarantee about the intrinsic security of the images of project components, which at the end are
“the brain” of C4IIoT security control mechanisms.
Figure 2-12 shows the result of the scan for an image with some Critical and High
vulnerabilities: this sample image won’t be allowed to be downloaded with the previously
mentioned security settings.
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Figure 2-12. Harbor scan of vulnerable image

Docker Trusted Content mechanism used with Docker Registry of community distributions
suffers from the fact that its activation depends on some Docker client settings (environment
variables at “docker pull” time), therefore it’s the client who takes the optional decision to
request tamper-proof images. With Harbor, C4IIoT environment can be configured server side
to prevent unsigned images to be downloaded from any client, independently on its own
settings, and this provides a higher guarantee that only untampered container images are used
to implement C4IIoT security control mechanisms.
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3 Behavioural
Framework

Analysis

and

Cognitive

Security

Module

Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security Module
Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security component (BACS) is a component, part of the
C4IIoT framework, that implements anomaly and outlier detection and AI driven protection
mechanisms. It is a software component offering anomaly detection in IIoT sensory data and
network traffic flows based on machine learning and deep learning algorithms. The component
includes unsupervised and supervised machine learning schemes and packages that cover all
three layers of C4IIoT architecture – edge layer, field gateway layer and cloud layer. In this
deliverable we will focus on BACS modules that belong to level-2 and level-3 security
mechanisms. A more detailed description of BACS describing all layers can be found in
deliverables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 [1] [2] [3] .
BACS consists of three main packages, shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. Mapping of BACS packages to the C4IIoT architecture layers

BACS Cloud Layer (BACSCL) performs anomaly detection based on deep autoencoder forests
(unsupervised AD) and deep neural network forests (supervised AD) implemented in Python
using the Tensorflow 2 library. BACSCL also includes various non-deep Machine Learning
algorithms such as Isolation Forest, SVM etc. and differentially private methods. Modules of
the BACSCL run in a distributed environment (C4IIoT cloud) and support both data
partitioning (training datasets are stored within a distributed file system) and model partitioning
(deep autoencoders/neural networks within a forest run on different computational nodes within
the cloud). This package is currently in maintenance stage of development.
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All the implementation details of all the BACS component can be found in prior deliverables,
while this deliverable describes latest, final changes to the component.
BACS Edge models for powerful Edge devices
In addition to existing lightweight autoencoder models which are used in the Edge devices
(BACSC), two new models were added for Edge devices which have more computing power
and can run Python code: scikit-learn based SVM (Support Vector Machine) and
Tensorflow-based small autoencoder similar to those used in the Cloud and Field Gateway
layers. We will present the performance and validation of these models later in this section.
Differentially Private Methods
In final stages of BACS development two differentially private methods were added from
IBM’s diffprivlib: K-Means and PCA (Principal Component Analysis). Differentially private
methods are methods which inject noise into training data so that the trained models can be
shared without the possibility of malicious reverse engineering which would expose the training
data. All machine learning models remember training data to a certain degree and differentially
private methods allow us to create models which use sensitive data during training but are
shareable later-on. IBM’s diffprivlib1 library was chosen for integration as it is one of the
cutting-edge libraries with differentially private methods and it offers similar interfaces to the
scikit-learn library we already are familiar with. The models from this library were integrated
with BACS with minimal changes and they can be used as a drop-in replacement for any other
BACS model.
We will present the results of the two mentioned models’ execution later in this section.
New Universal Data Format for the Smart Factory Use Case
In our initial MVP version of the BACS component for the Smart Factory Use Case we used a
data format which only takes into consideration two devices with two sensors each acceleration and velocity sensors. As this data format is not suitable for systems that have more
than two devices the data format has been changed to a more general one. Acceleration and
velocity values are taken in from the sensors directly, while we get the source of the data
(device) from the metadata in the streaming messages. This change allows us to have an
arbitrary number of devices in the system which is more in line with real-world expectations.
Another important note is that the devices in this use case are interchangeable, which means
that we can use data from a single device to train the models and then use them on other devices
for anomaly detection purposes.
Configurable Anomaly Detection Thresholds
In previous versions of the unsupervised anomaly detection methods included in the BACS
component the threshold for detecting anomalies was fixed to the maximum observed error
(e.g., Mean Squared Error) during training. As this threshold can produce models which have
difficulty detecting anomalies (especially those more difficult to detect, with smaller value
changes) we have modified BACS to accept custom thresholds with a few well-defined options:
-

1

Maximum training error (same as in previous versions)
Mean training error
Specific quantile of all the training errors (the default is using 0.9 quantile, configurable)

https://github.com/IBM/differential-privacy-library
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Synthetic Anomaly Detection Dataset and Validation
For validation purposes of our BACS component, we decided to use synthetically labeled data
since real labeled data was not available. For generating the synthetic anomalous data, we used
real data as the source and then inject a number of randomly generated anomalies into the sensor
values. This experiment has been performed for the Smart Factory Use Case. The main idea
behind this experiment is to provide some specific validation metrics for our models that should
make it easier to decide which model to use in which scenario. This is especially useful for
BACS Cloud as the number of offered cloud models is high.
Domain expert knowledge is very beneficial in the process of generating synthetic anomalies
because it is necessary to generate anomalies which mimic real-world anomalies we may
encounter.
The anomaly generation process takes the real dataset (without anomalies) and selects random
rows in which we apply the anomaly generation strategy. UNSPMF has developed several
anomaly generation strategies:
-

make_zero – removes sensor values with zeros (mimics sensor malfunction or data loss)
make_small – replaces real sensor values with diminished values
make_large – replaces real sensor values with larger unexpected values
randomize – replaces real sensor values with randomly generated values

We also created the random_strategy strategy which chooses a random strategy from the four
choices above. It is also important to note that make_small, make_large and randomize
strategies take into consideration statistical properties of targeted dataset columns to create
realistic anomaly values. For example, for the randomize strategy a random value is selected
by taking column minimum and maximum noted values into consideration – a random value
should be between these two values.
In the following table we present an example of the generated dataset with synthetic anomalies
(in red, various strategies applied). Anomalies are all generated with the “make_large” strategy.
This strategy was selected as it generates anomalies similar to real-world anomalies we
observed in the Logistics Use Case data (NBIOT dataset). This table also presents the final,
universal data format used in the Smart Factory use case.
timestamp
acceleration velocity is_anomaly
1/20/2020 15:21
11.42
2.13
0
1/20/2020 15:21
29.73
2.13
0
1/20/2020 15:29
29.73
2.13
0
1/20/2020 15:29
29.73
2.13
0
1/20/2020 15:30
32.98
2.39
1
1/20/2020 15:30
19.16
2.66
1
1/20/2020 15:38
39.6
2.8
1
1/20/2020 15:39
31.29
2.08
0
1/20/2020 15:40
31.29
2.11
0
1/20/2020 15:41
30.35
2.11
0
1/20/2020 15:49
30.35
2.11
0
Table 2. An example of the generated dataset with synthetic anomalies.
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As BACS module works in a streaming fashion, we have also experimented with continuous
anomaly generation. Continuous anomalies which span multiple rows can be present in
streaming data scenarios, and that is why our anomaly generation process can also generate
these types of anomalies.
In the following table we can see an example of one continuous anomaly (in red) which was
injected into the data:
timestamp
acceleration velocity is_anomaly
1/21/2020 12:50
32.11
2.13
0
1/21/2020 12:50
32.11
2.07
0
1/21/2020 12:59
32.11
2.07
0
1/21/2020 12:59
26.99
1.71
0
1/21/2020 13:00
20.57
1.41
0
1/21/2020 13:08
24.24
1.89
0
1/21/2020 13:09
19.07
1.82
0
1/21/2020 13:10
20.25
1.34
0
1/21/2020 13:10
20.3
1.34
0
1/21/2020 13:19
26.28
1.67
0
1/21/2020 13:20
24.4
1.69
0
1/21/2020 13:20
21.22
1.32
0
1/21/2020 13:28
21.9
1.71
1
1/21/2020 13:30
31.02
2.02
0
1/21/2020 13:30
32.84
2.02
0
Table 3. An example of one continuous anomaly injected into the data.

For generating continuous anomalies, a window length parameter (that indicates how long we
expect to see anomalous values before the anomaly should be detected) must be selected. In our
tests we have used a window length of 10 datapoints as this is also the window length used by
BACS Cloud anomaly detection models.
With the datasets with synthetic anomalies and continuous synthetic anomalies created we
proceeded with model validation. In the following table we can see model metrics for all BACS
supported models. This table also presents the final list of available BACS models. Models
without “Edge” or “Field Gateway” note belong to the Cloud layer. The model’s performance
shown in the table is with a custom threshold of 0.9 quantile as mentioned above.
Model name
TFAutoAD - Edge
SVM_SKLAD - Edge
TFAutoAD - Field Gateway
SVM_SKLAD - Field Gateway
TFAutoAD
TFAutoDeepAD
TFAutoDeepVAEAD
TFAutoVAEAD
TFAutoWideVAEAD
EE_SKLAD

C4IIoT

Accuracy Precision Recall
F1
0.82
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.90
0.50
0.01
0.01
0.58
0.41
0.11
0.17
0.61
0.94
0.01
0.03
0.36
0.55
0.09
0.15
0.39
0.63
0.12
0.20
0.36
0.54
0.08
0.14
0.36
0.54
0.08
0.15
0.36
0.54
0.08
0.15
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
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SVM_SKLAD
LOF_SKLAD
IF_SKLAD
SVM_SKLAD
ABOD_PyODAD
KNN_PyODAD
PCA_PyODAD
HBO_PyODAD
AE_PyODAD
TFAutoFCNAD
TFAutoDeepFCNAD
TFAutoLSTMAD
TFAutoGRUAD
TFAutoRNNAD
TFAutoProphetAD
Kmeans_DPLAD
PCA_DPLAD

0.36
0.36
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.36
0.41
0.41
0.55
0.59
0.57
0.14
0.35
0.43

1.00
0.83
0.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.71
0.72
0.87
0.88
0.87
0.10
0.00
0.73

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.15
0.36
0.42
0.39
0.96
0.00
0.19

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.56
0.54
0.18
0.00
0.30

Table 4. Model metrics for all BACS supported models.

The models used were described in more detail in Deliverables 3.3 and 3.2. We emphasize that
all the models are trained on the same non-anomalous data and tested against our synthetic
anomalies dataset with configurable (here 10%) number of anomalies. No additional
hyperparameter tuning was performed with regards to the results of the validation.
Hyperparameters were selected based on our previous experiments and in order to achieve good
performance on the normal, non-anomalous data.
Also, the results for all the BACS models when tested with the continuous synthetic anomaly
dataset:
Model name
TFAutoAD - Edge
SVM_SKLAD - Edge
TFAutoAD - Field Gateway
SVM_SKLAD - Field Gateway
TFAutoAD
TFAutoDeepAD
TFAutoDeepVAEAD
TFAutoVAEAD
TFAutoWideVAEAD
EE_SKLAD
SVM_SKLAD
LOF_SKLAD
IF_SKLAD
SVM_SKLAD
ABOD_PyODAD
KNN_PyODAD

C4IIoT

Accuracy Precision Recall
F1
0.82
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.90
0.10
0.01
0.01
0.60
0.47
0.14
0.21
0.60
0.44
0.04
0.07
0.39
0.66
0.12
0.20
0.43
0.72
0.19
0.30
0.39
0.65
0.12
0.20
0.39
0.65
0.12
0.20
0.39
0.65
0.12
0.20
0.36
1.00
0.00
0.01
0.37
0.71
0.04
0.07
0.36
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.36
0.94
0.01
0.01
0.37
0.71
0.04
0.07
0.36
0.79
0.01
0.01
0.36
0.91
0.01
0.03
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HBO_PyODAD
AE_PyODAD
TFAutoFCNAD
TFAutoDeepFCNAD
TFAutoLSTMAD
TFAutoGRUAD
TFAutoRNNAD
TFAutoProphetAD
Kmeans_DPLAD
PCA_DPLAD
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0.37
0.36
0.37
0.44
0.43
0.56
0.57
0.57
0.15
0.36
0.44

0.95
0.82
0.95
0.70
0.68
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.10
0.00
0.68

0.03
0.00
0.03
0.23
0.22
0.50
0.53
0.52
0.94
0.00
0.23

0.05
0.01
0.05
0.35
0.34
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.17
0.00
0.35

Table 5. Results for all the BACS models when tested with the continuous synthetic anomaly dataset.

In both experiments the main conclusion is that while the autoencoders perform well, recurrent
models should also be taken into consideration which is to be expected when working with
sequential data. We are now also including F1-score metrics as a more precise metric in
comparison to providing only the model accuracy. Using F1-score is especially important when
dealing with unbalanced dataset (common with anomaly detection data, in our case only 10%
of the data is anomalous while 90% is normal data in the synthetic validation dataset), as
accuracy can be an inaccurate metric (for example: model never detecting anomalies will have
high accuracy due to the nature of the dataset). In the table we can see that while there are many
models with high accuracy score, only a few have high F1-scores.
The validation we performed proved very useful in detecting various bugs and problems with
the models so they could be fixed. While the synthetic anomaly generation is not the perfect
solution for testing the models, we are now more confident in the created models’ quality and
performance.

Privacy-preserving Antivirus Scanning in the Cloud using Intel SGX
The BACSCL module, as described in Section 3.1, runs in the cloud. However, a public cloud
environment is typically not considered trusted, since there is no control over the operating
system, the hypervisor, the drivers, the management stack, the system’s memory, I/O devices,
etc. Furthermore, even in a fully healthy environment, there is always the possibility of an
honest-but-curious cloud provider, willing to learn and extract information regarding the users
or the system utilization.
In C4IIoT, we safeguard the execution of the BACSCL module from the aforementioned
conditions, by implementing a methodology for processing sensitive data in third-party clouds
that may not considered trusted. Our approach is built on top of Intel SGX and provides strong
guarantees regarding the safety of private or sensitive data. The initial design of our approach
has been presented in D3.1. Now, we show the full implementation details of a privacypreserving data processing module, called TrustAV, in the cloud. As shown in Figure 3-2,
TrustAV is capable to shield the transfer and processing of user data even in untrusted
environments with tolerable performance overheads, ensuring that private user data are never
exposed to malicious entities or honest-but-curious providers.
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Figure 3-2. TrustAV design overview

For clarity, we define three different entities: (i) the TrustAV client, which transmits the
necessary data to the remote server for processing, (ii) the TrustAV server, which is responsible
for performing the analysis in a privacy-preserving way, and (iii) the public cloud provider. The
entire processing is performed in the cloud-based server, encapsulated inside Intel SGX
enclaves, which communicates with the clients through a network connection. This
encapsulation enables the protection of the data processing algorithms, and most importantly
the privacy of the user’s data. We assume that a client is installed and initially executed when
the device is in a clean state, so no malicious executable has taken the control of the client or
the device. In the following, we describe each of the entities in more detail.
3.2.1 TrustAV Client
The TrustAV client implements three distinct functionalities, using three different components.
The client prompts the users to select files or file system regions that they wish to process. Once
the selection is defined, it gathers the data and transfers them to the cloud-based TrustAV server
which performs the desired processing and reports the results. The client is required to provide
minimum effort and functionality, while the computationally intensive processing is performed
by the TrustAV cloud-based server. In this way, the server remains independent from the client
implementation, while multiple client versions can be developed to support different platforms
and operating systems.
The most important component of the TrustAV client is the secure communication with the
remote server. This component ensures that all the potentially infected files are transmitted to
the TrustAV remote server for a thorough analysis, in a secure and privacy-preserving manner.
Each file is first encrypted using a secret cryptographic key, that is pre-established with the
server. After the successful transmission of the marked files, it waits for the remote server’s
response. This response is received in an encrypted form, and contains details about the infected
files, such as the risk level and the actions to be taken by the user. According to the information
provided by the TrustAV server, the client prompts the user with possible actions in order to
handle the infected files in the file-system.
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3.2.2 TrustAV Server
The server is able to accept connections from multiple TrustAV clients and perform analysis
on the incoming data. The server maintains the updated behavioral analysis modules, used for
the analysis. By keeping the entire behavioral analysis modules on the remote server, the system
is able to benefit in two ways. First, the system does not rely on each user to maintain the latest
behavioral models locally. Second, a major benefit of offloading the entire analysis on the
cloud-based TrustAV server is the ability to utilize the Intel SGX enclaves, provided by recent
Intel processors. Using SGX enclaves we are able to execute the entire life-cycle of the analysis
process in a trusted environment, ensuring that any sensitive data obtained by the users,
cryptographic keys and behavioral models are never exposed in the server’s DRAM or file
system. This attribute is crucial for two reasons. First, we can guarantee that users can securely
offload sensitive data to the remote server for analysis without risking leakages. Second, even
if malicious actors manage to compromise the server, they will not be able to identify the
behavioral models or tamper them in any way. Moreover, Intel SGX enclaves ensure the secure
code execution. This makes the behavioral analysis algorithms immune to attacks while they
are executed, preventing code tampering or data leakage from variables in use. Finally, since
Intel SGX enclaves operate as a reverse sandbox and the enclave hosting the analysis engine
only communicates with the client, user data are not accessible even by honest-but-curious
providers, hosting the server, ensuring the privacy of the offloaded user data.
The user’s data are received in encrypted format by the TrustAV server and are forwarded
inside the Intel SGX enclave hosting the engine of our system. Once inside the secure enclave,
the data are decrypted and prepared for processing. The cryptographic keys required for the
successful decryption of the client’s data exclusively reside inside the SGX enclave. In this
way, the secret keys and sensitive data, such as personal documents or photos, are never present
in plain-text format in the server’s file system or DRAM and they remain inaccessible even by
the server’s host/provider. Moreover, even if the non-SGX part of the TrustAV server or the
hosting infrastructure gets compromised, the keys and the private user data cannot be obtained.
The processing component constitutes the core of our system and is responsible for processing
the incoming data using a given behavioral analysis model. The entire functionality of this
component along with all required data, such as the model, reside only inside the Intel SGX
enclave. The behavioral analysis process is performed inside the enclave once the data are
decrypted using each client’s secret key. The results are then forwarded to the client as a status
report.
The report generation is performed by a separate component, which also resides inside the
secure enclave. During this process, the TrustAV server receives results from the processing
engine and generates a report that will be processed by the TrustAV client. This report contains
the output of the processing. When the report is constructed, the server encrypts it, while still
inside the enclave, and then it is forwarded to the corresponding client. Ensuring that the report
never lives outside of the SGX enclaves in plain-text format is very important for the user’s
privacy. By rendering the report inaccessible outside the user’s device or the server’s SGX
enclave, attackers or honest-but-curious entities, such as the service provider, cannot obtain any
information about the user’s private data. In combination with protecting the analysis inside the
enclaves, we also eliminate the possibility of malicious entities injecting custom code and
observe the generated report in order to infer information that could threaten the privacy of the
user’s data.
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3.2.3 Service Registration
The registration process is the first task performed by TrustAV when the client is initiated on a
user’s device. At the first step of this process, the client communicates with the TrustAV cloudbased server and exchanges a shared key. During this process, the server generates a client ID
and stores the shared key along with the corresponding ID inside the SGX enclave. When the
registration process is finished, the TrustAV client can transmit data to the remote server for
analysis.
3.2.4 Remote Attestation
TrustAV can leverage the Remote Attestation services, provided by Intel in order to further
increase the security and level of trust of the SGX-enabled server. Using remote attestation, the
TrustAV client challenges the server to verify that the core part of the engine is located inside
a signed SGX enclave, executed on an SGX-enabled processor. In this way, we eliminate the
possibility of a malicious entity posing as an SGX-enabled TrustAV server in order to obtain
access to a user’s private data. Moreover, we prevent entities executing the TrustAV server in
SGX-debug mode, trying to obtain access to the user’s sensitive data and server’s secret keys
via the use of debuggers.
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4 Mitigation Engine Module Framework
Mitigation Engine
Compared to the mitigation engine described in deliverable D3.3, we have focused our effort
on two main improvements regarding the software mitigation part of the mitigation engine,
which are namely the support for x86-64 bits and the CFG (Control Flow Graph) import from
Ghidra in the BINSEC tool. These improvements were very important to help practically
integrate BINSEC in C4IIoT and use it in practice:
•
•

Most of the binaries used in the project are 64 bits and restricting the usage of the tool
to 32-bit executable only was too restrictive.
IDA pro, the tool that we used previously to compute our CFG for usage in our advanced
fuzzer technology, has a commercial license which makes its redistribution
complicated. Ghidra, on the contrary, has an open-source license which solves this
problem.

Performing these two tasks required solving different technical challenges that we relate in this
document.
4.1.1 Support for x86-64
We first expose the challenges faced by implementing the support of x86-64 executables in
BINSEC, then how we proceeded with the integration in BINSEC, and finally how we
strengthened the support in BINSEC.
CHALLENGES
There are three main challenges in implementing x86-64 support.
x86 is hard
The x86 ISA is arguably one of the most complex, due in particular to its CISC
(Complex Instruction Set Computer) nature and 40 years of backward compatibility.
For instance, The Intel manual documenting this ISA is over 3,800 pages, covering 981
unique mnemonics, and 3684 instruction variants with many more byte encoding.
64 bits support is not just a simple extension of 32 bits one
Notably, the 64 bit extension semantics is not consistent with previous extension
mechanics, and for instance some prefix have a change of their meaning, like the REX
prefix. For this reason, we did not based this support on our existing decoder but tried
to re-use an existing x86-64 bit decoder, which is the one that comes with the UNISIM
simulator platform.
Variable length encoding
The UNISIM opcode disassembly engine was designed for RISC uniform instruction
encoding, where instructions have a fixed length. We developed a brand-new instruction
pattern matching using C++ template
and meta-programming.
The full x86-64 architecture definition is about 9,000 line of code over 24 C++ headers and
files.
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LINKING WITH BINSEC
Linking the UNISIM engine with BINSEC raised an important issue: while BINSEC is written
in OCaml, UNISIM is written in C++. Initially we relied on a solution where UNISIM was
compiled as a separated executable, and communication with BINSEC was done using
inter-process communication, where BINSEC would parse the instruction format produced by
UNISIM. However, our initial tests revealed that this solution provoked a noticeable slowdown.
To solve this problem, we made BINSEC and UNISIM communicate through the Foreign
Function Interface (FFI) of the native OCaml binding. The following code presents the function
signature of the UNISIM decode function:
namespace intel {
int decode(bool, uint64_t, std::vector<uint8_t>, std::ostream&);
}

and of the corresponding function stub in OCaml:
extern "C" value amd64dba_decode(value vmode, value vaddr, value vopcode) {
const char *opcode = String_val(vopcode);
std::vector<uint8_t> code;
for (int i = 0; opcode[i] != '\0'; i += 2) {
code.push_back(nibble_value(opcode[i]) << 4 | nibble_value(opcode[i +
1]));
}
std::stringstream s;
intel::decode(Long_val(vmode), Unsigned_long_val(vaddr), code, s);
return caml_copy_string(s.str().c_str());
}

Which is given the following signature in OCaml:
external decode : m64:bool -> addr:int -> string -> string = "amd64dba_decode"

UNISIM output is a formatted string. The exchange protocol uses pairs of S-expression
key-value in the following order:
•

address: the virtual address of the instruction being decoded.

•

opcode: the full byte encoding (big-endian) of the instruction.

•

size: the number of bytes read to decode the instruction.

•

mnemonic: the human readable mnemonic of the instruction.

The header is then followed by the ordered list of DBA instruction, labelled by its full address
(virtual address + local index). The following gives an example of UNISIM output.
(address . 0x00000000004007bb)
(opcode . "48 01 c6")
(size . 3)
(mnemonic . "add %rax,%rsi")
(0x00000000004007bb,0) tmp64_0<64> := (rsi<64> and rax<64>); goto 1
(0x00000000004007bb,1) nxt_rsi<64> := (rsi<64> + rax<64>); goto 2
(0x00000000004007bb,2) tmp64_1<64> := (not nxt_rsi<64>); goto 3
(0x00000000004007bb,3) tmp64_2<64> := ((nxt_rsi<64> and 0x00000000000000ff)
xor (extu (nxt_rsi<64> {4,7}) 64)); goto 4
(0x00000000004007bb,4) tmp64_3<64> := (tmp64_2<64> xor (tmp64_2<64> rshiftu
0x0000000000000002)); goto 5
(0x00000000004007bb,5) nxt_cf<1> := (((((rsi<64> or rax<64>) and
tmp64_1<64>) or (tmp64_0<64> and nxt_rsi<64>)) and 0x8000000000000000) =
0x8000000000000000); goto 6
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(0x00000000004007bb,6) nxt_pf<1> := (not (((tmp64_3<64> xor (tmp64_3<64>
rshiftu 0x0000000000000001)) and 0x0000000000000001) <>
0x0000000000000000)); goto 7
(0x00000000004007bb,7) nxt_zf<1> := (nxt_rsi<64> = 0x0000000000000000);
goto 8
(0x00000000004007bb,8) nxt_sf<1> := ((nxt_rsi<64> and 0x8000000000000000)
<> 0x0000000000000000); goto 9
(0x00000000004007bb,9) nxt_of<1> := ((((tmp64_0<64> and tmp64_1<64>) or
(((not rsi<64>) and (not rax<64>)) and nxt_rsi<64>)) and
0x8000000000000000) = 0x8000000000000000); goto 10
(0x00000000004007bb,10) cf<1> := nxt_cf<1>; goto 11
(0x00000000004007bb,11) pf<1> := nxt_pf<1>; goto 12
(0x00000000004007bb,12) af<1> := 0<1>; goto 13
(0x00000000004007bb,13) zf<1> := nxt_zf<1>; goto 14
(0x00000000004007bb,14) sf<1> := nxt_sf<1>; goto 15
(0x00000000004007bb,15) of<1> := nxt_of<1>; goto 16
(0x00000000004007bb,16) rsi<64> := nxt_rsi<64>; goto 17
(0x00000000004007bb,17) goto (0x00000000004007be,0)

The UNISIM output is parsed by BINSEC using existing parser, which results with the
following intermediate code in the DBA intermediate representation:
# -- 004007bb 48 01 c6
add %rax,%rsi
0: tmp64_0<64> := (rsi<64> & rax<64>);
1: nxt_rsi<64> := (rsi<64> + rax<64>);
2: tmp64_1<64> := ! (nxt_rsi<64>);
3: tmp64_2<64> := ((255<64> & nxt_rsi<64>) ^ (extu nxt_rsi<64>{4,7} 64));
4: tmp64_3<64> := (tmp64_2<64> ^ (tmp64_2<64> >>u 2<64>));
5: nxt_cf<1> :=
(0x8000000000000000 =
(0x8000000000000000 &
(((rsi<64> | rax<64>) & tmp64_1<64>) | (tmp64_0<64> &
nxt_rsi<64>))));
6: nxt_pf<1> := (0<64> = (1<64> & (tmp64_3<64> ^ (tmp64_3<64> >>u
1<64>))));
7: nxt_zf<1> := (0<64> = nxt_rsi<64>);
8: nxt_sf<1> := (0<64> <> (0x8000000000000000 & nxt_rsi<64>));
9: nxt_of<1> :=
(0x8000000000000000 =
(0x8000000000000000 &
((tmp64_0<64> & tmp64_1<64>) |
((! (rsi<64>) & ! (rax<64>)) & nxt_rsi<64>))));
10: cf<1> := nxt_cf<1>;
11: pf<1> := nxt_pf<1>;
12: af<1> := 0<1>;
13: zf<1> := nxt_zf<1>;
14: sf<1> := nxt_sf<1>;
15: of<1> := nxt_of<1>;
16: rsi<64> := nxt_rsi<64>;
17: goto (004007be, 0)

PROTOTYPE STRENGTHENING
To make sure this new implementation was solid, we implemented interesting strategies to test
it:
Comparison with objdump
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UNISIM disassembly output of common test programs were syntactically compared
with the standard disassembly tool objdump. Manual review led to high confidence of
the good identification of the proper instruction.
End to end BINSEC symbolic execution
BINSEC symbolic execution output of crafted or found x86-64 CTF challenges was
compared with the expected result. Automatic test led to high confidence of the good
semantics disassembly of widely used instructions.
We are planning to run additional test campaigns to compare the result. For example, by
comparing the result of a concrete execution with the interpretation of the executable code.
4.1.2 Ghidra CFG import
IDA Pro is one of the most popular tools for reverse-engineering but cannot be distributed
alongside with BINSEC because of licensing issue. Thus, we had to find another tool to change
our prototype to something that is more easily reusable. Ghidra is one of the most advanced
(developed by the NSA) disassembly tool available; it was recently released as a free software.
Ghidra is developed in Java and require the JRE (Java Runtime Environment) together with the
collection of Java libraries (.jar) distributed with Ghidra. To implement the Ghidra CFG
import, we are using the analyzeHeadless launcher with a dedicated Java script to output
the CFG computed by Ghidra in a suitable format to be feed to BINSEC.
The script output the disassembly information of all reachable instructions. The exchange
protocol uses pairs of S-expression key-value in the following order:
•

address: the virtual address of the instruction.

•

opcode: the full byte encoding (big-endian) of the instruction.

•

size: the number of bytes read to decode the instruction.

•

mnemonic: the human readable mnemonic of the instruction.

•

kind: a classification of the control flow instruction kind (fallthrough, static,
conditional, dynamic).

•

successors: the list of successors – in case of dynamically computed jump, the list
of jump target can be incomplete.

The address and successors fields are used by BINSEC to build back the appropriate control
flow graph representation of the binary under study. The following give a (truncated) example
of the output of this script.
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
2021-09-16
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INFO
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ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
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(address . 0x0804818c)
(opcode . 0x53)
(size . 1)
(mnemonic . "PUSH EBX")
(kind . "FALL_THROUGH")
(successors . 0x0804818d)
(address . 0x0804818d)
(opcode . 0x83ec08)
(size . 3)
(mnemonic . "SUB ESP,0x8")
(kind . "FALL_THROUGH")
(successors . 0x08048190)
(address . 0x08048190)
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ghidra_export.java> (opcode . 0xe8bb050000)
ghidra_export.java> (size . 5)
ghidra_export.java> (mnemonic . "CALL
ghidra_export.java> (kind . "UNCONDITIONAL_CALL")
ghidra_export.java> (successors . 0x08048195
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>

(address . 0x08048195)
(opcode . 0x81c36bae0b00)
(size . 6)
(mnemonic . "ADD

ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>
ghidra_export.java>

(kind . "FALL_THROUGH")
(successors . 0x0804819b)
(address . 0x0804819b)
(opcode . 0x8b83f4ffffff)
(size . 6)
(mnemonic . "MOV EAX,dword

ghidra_export.java> (kind . "FALL_THROUGH")
ghidra_export.java> (successors . 0x080481a1)

CARMAS
CARMAS has continued to evolve in both its construction and capabilities in the past few
months. The first improvement that has been made is related to the ontological representation
of the business impact of the different attack action types, allowing for finer grained reasoning
as to the effects these have on business continuity. This has been achieved by modelling them
in relation to the specific asset types they occur on. Another improvement is related to the
representation of the plausibility of the attacks which has now been modelled in line with the
value ranges that can be generated by the Security Assurance Module. Furthermore, a new
Constraint optimisation problem heuristic has been designed and implemented, termed
asset-based decomposition, that has experimentally shown dramatic improvements in the
scalability of the approach while keeping the optimality guarantee, i.e., guaranteeing that the
search for solutions will retain the theoretically optimal solution. We have also undertaken a
change of all the internal representations of the Logtalk parametric objects underlying the
CARMAS ontology within the code, by replacing first order terms with varying arity by
SWI-Prolog specific dictionaries, which lends itself to simpler and more parsimonious
serialisation and deserialisation of the information received and sent to external tools. In
addition, a comprehensive unit test suite has been added to cover a larger amount of possible
concerns, allowing a faster code evolution moving forward, and ensuring non-regression of the
capabilities and performance of the application. We have formalised and improved the
optimisation model underlying the Constraint Optimisation Problem, allowing a more precise
set of tradeoffs between mitigations to be made. This has in turn served as the basis for the
paper entitled “Intelligent Decision Support for a Cybersecurity Incident Response Team:
Autonomic Architecture and Mitigation Search” by Camilo Correa, Jacques Robin, Raul Mazo
and Salvador Abreu accepted for publication in the “Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Risks and Security of Internet and Systems (CRISIS 2021)”, to be held on
November 12th and 13th 2021 at Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA.
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SDN Controller DISCO
4.3.1 SDN controller
For supporting the upcoming trial environment in the factory use-case, an update of the SDN
Controller was initiated. In this use-case, a possible scenario (still pending for a definitive
adoption) involves a gradual mitigation response against an attack. First, the mitigation engine
should initiate a rate limiting order for a rogue device. Then it should follow with a port closure.
Finally, it should end up with banning the device from the network. This sequence should
demonstrate that the Mitigation Engine could create gradual responses. To be compatible with
this sequence of events, the support for rate limit over ports was included inside the SDN
controller. This feature allows enforcing a specific rate value in kb/s or in packets/sec. This
rate-limiting feature is based on OpenFlow meters, an extension introduced in the version 2.0
of the protocol. The support of this feature vary greatly on hardware and its availability cannot
be guaranteed. The next added feature was to allow for port mirroring. For the trial, the SDN
network layer may have to support copying packet to probes depending on their final position.
For this, the SDN controller leverages the OpenFlow mirroring on ports. It computes the correct
port facing a probe and allows duplicating packets to it. The controller was extended to provide
the deployment of those rules at runtime. Figure 4-1 shows a reminder of the inner working of
DISCO. The CARMAS module send a remediation to the DISCO’s Rest API. This remediation
is translated into a SDN network configuration, which generates the various rules that the
network must follow. Then a lower SND sub-controller pushes and monitors these rules, which
are bound to the OpenVSwitch (OVS) switches on the data plane.

CARMAS
Remediation

Build and maintain the configuration

Rest API

Network
Configurator
Submit and refresh the conf.

Low level SDN controller
Apply the flow rules

OVS switch

OVS switch

OVS switch

Figure 4-1. High overview of DISCO

4.3.2 Deployment of SDN switches on Windows
The next trial environment introduces some core changes over the previous demonstration. In
particular, the trial environment is using Windows hosts. Some work was necessary to study
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the switch between a Linux platform to a Windows platform regarding the SDN. Previously,
the SDN Controller managed software-based switches thanks to OpenVSwitch. As the
Mitigation Engine emits network remediation, the data stream must pass at least through a SDN
switch, such that the remediation can be enforced. As a reminder, for the last demonstration,
TSG put in place a Mininet network based on OVS to simulate an infrastructure.
4.3.2.1.

Hyper-V

A first possible adaptation was to use the OpenVSwitch native implementation created by
Cloudbase. They created this extension in Windows mainly to initiate and to manage Generic
Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels through OVS. This implementation is not widely used
and has some shortcomings. For example, a physical network interface card (NIC) has to be
dedicated to the Hyper-V VM and additional virtual interfaces are not supported, meaning that
the VM can only have one interface. Moreover, it requires translating the container-based assets
previously used into a VM. This solution also implies a good understanding of the Windows
network stack.
4.3.2.2.

Docker Desktop

The next step was to explore the impact of using Docker Desktop for supporting the low-level
SDN switches. This solution is close to the last demonstration as it allows reusing the previously
made Docker container directly. The work was focused on this solution and it is still going on.
The main difficulty with this approach is the fact that Docker Desktop mixes a Linux kernel
with the Windows kernel through the Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL) abstraction layer.
First, the default Linux kernel shipped inside WSL is not compatible with OVS and it requires
a custom compiled kernel. Second, this approach implies several network indirections and make
tracking the path taken by network packets fuzzier. Moreover, the network packets travel
through a mix of the Windows and Linux kernels, which make this solution not a simple
translation from the previous demonstration.
4.3.3 Toward the trial environment
For the upcoming trial demonstration, TSG provided some effort on the deployment of SDN
switches inside the targeted environment. Because the Mitigation Engine emits network
remediation to the SDN controller, it needs some compatible switches to receive the crafted
rules. Moreover, the application’s network packets must flow through those switches to hit the
rules. For now, the main solution, focus on the usage of OpenVSwitch to provide software
based SDN switches.
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Figure 4-2. Current solution for the SDN fabric

The current state is to manually deploy and create an OVS bridge deep inside the Docker
Desktop WSL machine. The Figure 4-2 shows this deployment. The OVS software is itself
manipulated within a container, but it has direct side effects network wise on the Docker
Desktop host. This container needs two network interfaces: one for the SDN network itself to
communicate with an outside network while being managed by the bridge. The second link is
needed to speak with the controller. This setup uses the “out-of-band” network mode, where
the control network is not flowing through OVS. This mode has the constraint to dedicate an
interface for the control but allows for easier recovery in case of misconfiguration. From there,
the usage of veth pairs allows to link the containers to the bridge. The number of sandboxes is
not limited, and their relative ports just have to be properly registered inside the SDN controller.
In this architecture, the SDN controller also manages the probes to duplicate the traffic for them.
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5 Trustworthiness of data flows
Decentralized Access Control and Blockchain Technologies
In C4IIoT, IBM delivers a decentralized solution allowing to control the access to data by
various entities, to enable auditability of various events and policies, and to verify the integrity
of data items. Distributed ledger technologies (Blockchain) and attribute-based encryption
(ABE) are two key elements of this decentralized access control (DAC) solution. In addition,
IBM delivers an innovative centralized Blockchain-based technology, the Blockchain Database
(BCDB), that when combined with concepts introduced in DAC forms a partially decentralized
access control (PDAC) solution.
The DAC was discussed and demonstrated in detail in past C4IIoT deliverables, mainly
deliverable D3.3 (M18). This deliverable, D3.4, will be an opportunity to present improvements
that were made to DAC since M18 (chapter 5.1.1) as well as to introduce the BCDB technology
and the PDAC (chapter 5.1.2) that were not discussed in past deliverables. In addition, chapters
5.1.3, 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 will include additional information and technical details about specific
topics related to the DAC that were identified in C4IIoT’s midterm review as not clear enough:
Attribute-Based Encryption and certificates, Blockchain technologies and certificates, and
Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts, respectively.
5.1.1 Decentralized Access Control Improvements
The last deliverable where DAC was presented in was deliverable D3.3 at M18. Since then,
some improvements and new features were introduced to DAC. This chapter will present each
of them.
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) secret keys expiration
As described in past deliverables, every entity in C4IIoT that needs to consume data that is
encrypted under ABE, such as analytics that analyze sensor readings, is granted with a personal
ABE secret key. This secret key encodes the attributes that the key holder has, from which the
access privileges are deduced: the key holder can only decrypt data that was encrypted under
ABE access policy that is fulfilled by the attributes in the secret key.
We used this attributes mechanism to add a new feature to our ABE-based technology:
automatic expiration of ABE secret keys. We limit each ABE secret key issued by the ABE
keys-issuing authority such that it is valid in a limited time period. A secret key can be used to
decrypt only data items that were encrypted during the period when it was valid. An expired
key cannot decrypt new data items, and a new key cannot decrypt old data items back from
history. This feature improves the level of security and privacy of data in C4IIoT by forcing
entities to renew their ABE secret key periodically, thus allowing C4IIoT to restrict access to
future sensitive data by not renewing the secret key of a specific entity.
We implemented the expiration feature by adding time-related attributes to the ABE access
policies and secret keys. When each data item is encrypted, we include three additional
attributes in the access policy: the current day, current month, and current year, with an OR
relation between the three, for example: 01/01/2021 OR 01/2021 OR 2021. The meaning of this
is that the encrypted data item can only be decrypted with a secret key that is valid on January
1st, 2021, or on the entire January of 2021, or on the entire year of 2021. In addition, we add
time attributes to each secret key, specifying when it is valid. For example, a secret key that is
valid from 30/12/2020 to 02/02/2022 will have the following attributes: 30/12/2020,
31/12/2020, 2021, 01/2022, 01/02/2022, 02/02/2022. The validity period is derived from the
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validity period of the certificate of the entity that applies for a new ABE secret key, as ABE
secret keys are only issued against a certificate.
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) secret keys revocation
We further added a new feature of ABE secret keys versioning. Each secret key is encoded with
an additional version attribute, where the version is a value common to all entities in C4IIoT,
representing the current ABE secret keys version. When encrypting new data items, each item
is encrypted with ABE access policy that requires the secret key to contain the current version
attribute of ABE secret keys.
This mechanism allows revoking an ABE secret key that was issued, regardless of its validity
period. When wishing to revoke an ABE key, is takes to increase the current version of ABE
keys by one, to have all the data encryptors start encrypting their new data items with the
updated version, and to issue new secret keys to all other C4IIoT entities encoded with the
updated version value.
Notice that the above mechanism allows to revoke a secret key effective immediately, in oppose
to the expiration mechanism. However, revoking a secret key still allows its holder to decrypt
old data that was encrypted before the revocation. In order to prevent access to old data stored
on C4IIoT cloud storage, it takes to re-encrypt the old data on the cloud storage under an ABE
access policy that uses the most recent version of ABE secret keys. Doing so for all the data
items on the cloud storage might be costly but it is a valid option for the system owner and/or
security officer if a complete and retroactive revocation is desired.
Improved performance of Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) query mechanism
Our HLF channel is configured to use CouchDB as its database for the “current state” of the
ledger, kept at every HLF peer, supporting reach queries against the database. Since the first
DAC version in M18, we added support for indexing the CouchDB database as described in [4]
. The indexing mechanism allows queries to run faster and more efficiently. We added three
indexes, to allow query data items efficiently by the item ID, by the creator of the item, and by
the time it was added to the ledger.
Improved performance of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) clients
With respect to DAC prototype of M18, we implemented two improvements to the ABE client
component to allow better performance.
The first improvement is enabling parallelism. A single ABE client component now runs
multiple threads that can serve requests and perform encryption and decryption against the ABE
library in parallel. This eliminates a possible bottleneck, as the performance of the ABE client
can grow big with the addition of computational resources on the machine it runs on.
The second improvement is exposing a new endpoint that allows the decryption of multiple
data items at once. Multiple data items can be sent to the ABE client together in a batch, and
the decrypted results will be returned as a batch of plaintexts. This allows avoiding the possible
overhead of sending multiple different requests. This feature was added following a feedback
from C4IIoT visualization component, that performs decryption of multiple data items together.
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5.1.2 Blockchain Database and Partially Decentralized Access Control (PDAC)
The latest version of IBM’s solution to C4IIoT utilizes the Blockchain Database (BCDB)
technology: an innovative Blockchain-based database that provides various properties, being
developed by IBM Research. The BCDB technology is demonstrated in C4IIoT in addition to
utilizing the Hyperledger Fabric (HLF), which is also Blockchain-based, as each of the two
technologies has its own advantages.
This chapter provides details on both the BCDB technology in general, and on its usage and
integration as part of the C4IIoT infrastructure.
5.1.2.1.

The BCDB technology

BCDB by Gartner definition is Ledger DBMS implementation.
Ledger DBMSs, also known as Blockchain databases, is a spectrum of work which takes any
well-known database technology and then builds blockchain properties into it. The main goal
of blockchain database is to increase the adoption rate by providing distributed ledger features
as an extension to existing database technology and simplify the overall development,
deployment, and usage. Further, these blockchain databases leverage the rich features and
transactional processing capability already built into databases over decades of research and
development and enable easy integration with the legacy system. The millions of developers
having experience in database technology can easily build blockchain applications with ledger
DBMSs.
By 2021, Gartner estimates that most permissioned blockchain uses will be replaced by ledger
DBMS products.
BCDB main features
BCDB is a key-value/document replicated database that provides distributed ledger properties
such as:
•
•
•

Tamper Evident - Data cannot be tampered with, without it going unnoticed.
Non-Repudiation - A user who submitted a transaction to make changes to data cannot
deny submitting the transaction later.
Provenance Queries - All historical changes to the data are maintained separately in a
persisted graph data structure so that a user can execute query on those historical
changes to understand the lineage of each data item.

In addition, BCDB provides DBMS features such as:
•
•
•
•

Serialization Isolation Level - It ensures a safe and consistent transaction execution.
Crypto-based Authentication - A user that submitted a query or transaction is always
authenticated using digital signature.
Confidentiality and Access Control - Each data item can have an access control list
(ACL). Users need to authenticate themselves by providing their digital signature to
read or write to data.
High Availability using replication – Each transactions block replicated to all BCDB
instance replicas and applied there, thus keeping all replicas in sync.

BCDB DOES NOT provides the following two distributed ledger properties:
•
•
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network. As one node cannot trust the execution results of another node, all transactions
need to be independently executed on all nodes.
BCDB is Ledger DBMS with high availability based on replication, but BCDB is no
Decentralized Distributed Ledger.
Main differences between BCDB, Hyperledger Fabric and traditional key-value database.
Based on previous section, main benefits to use BCDB instead of HLF and key-value store are:
•

•

Main benefits of BCDB over HLF includes:
o Easy installation and administration.
o Standard programming model.
o Significantly higher efficiency.
o Low operational costs.
Main benefits of BCDB over traditional key-value databases are the provided
distributed ledger properties.

BCDB High Level Architecture
Figure 5-1 summarizes BCDB High Level Architecture.

Figure 5-1. BCDB High Level Architecture

As it shown in Figure 1-1, BCDB contains the following components:
Users: Storage of users' credentials such as digital certificate and their privileges.
Key-Value Pairs: Storage of all current/active key-value pairs committed by users of the
database.
Historical Key-Value Pairs: Storage of all past/inactive key-value pairs using a graph data
structure with additional metadata such as the user who modified the key-value pair, all
previous and next values of the key, transactions which have read or written to the key-value
pair, etc...
Authenticated Data Structure: Storage of Merkle Patricia Tree where leaf node is nothing but
a key-value pair. It helps in creating proofs for the existence of a key-value pair.
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Hash chain of blocks: Storage of cryptographically linked blocks, where each block holds a
set of transactions submitted by the user along with its commit status, summary of state changes
in the form of Merkle Patricia's Root hash, Transaction Merkle Tree Root hash, etc... It helps
in creating a proof for the existence of a block and a transaction.
BCDB exposes rich, but simple REST API to interact with it, including API to access data in
each of previously mentioned components. In addition, GO language SDK provided alongside
with REST API. As next steps, we plan to provide SDKs for additional languages, such as
Node.js, Java and Python.
For more information about BCDB, its APIs, design and functionality, please reference to
BCDB GitHub [5] .
5.1.2.2.

BCDB in C4IIoT

As described in detail in former C4IIoT deliverables, mainly deliverable D3.3 (M18), IBM’s
solution to C4IIoT utilizes the Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) in order to enable auditability of
events and access policies as well as assure the integrity of data in C4IIoT. C4IIoT’s first
complete prototype (M18) included a demonstration of using the HLF as part of IBM’s
Decentralized Access Control (DAC) for both C4IIoT’s use cases: the Smart Factory and the
Inbound Logistics.
As the innovative BCDB technology has now gained a higher level of maturity, IBM will utilize
it in the final version of C4IIoT alongside the HLF. The Smart Factory use case will utilize the
HLF as described in past deliverables, while the Inbound Logistics use case will utilize the
BCDB, in a similar manner and for the same purposes. We will thus provide a demonstration
of two Blockchain-based alternatives in C4IIoT, each with its own advantages. We name IBM’s
solution for the Smart Factory use case as DAC (Decentralized Access Control) and for the
Inbound Logistics use case as PDAC (Partially Decentralized Access Control, as the BCDB
technology is centralized while the also-used Attribute-Based Encryption technology is
decentralized in its nature).
For both BCDB and HLF, our concept is similar: when data item originated from sensor
readings is created, shared or when being stored on a cloud storage service, a corresponding
record will be logged in the BCDB service or the HLF channel. These tamper-proof records
will include a pointer to the place where the data item is stored, a hash of the data taken in the
time when it was created or stored, or the CP-ABE access policy used to encrypt it. This solution
allows all the entities involved in C4IIoT to monitor the lifecycle of data items and to verify the
integrity of the data. We configure both HLF and BCDB in a way that enables adding new
records but does not allow modifying or deleting existing records.
Partially Decentralized Access Control (PDAC) Design
A detailed design of the DAC in C4IIoT’s first complete prototype (M18) was given in
deliverable D3.3 (M18). The following sub-section describes the details of the most recent
design of the PDAC, our solution for the Inbound Logistics use case that uses BCDB, to be
implemented and integrated in C4IIoT’s final version. The design is very similar to the one
presented in D3.3 and differs from it by replacing HLF with BCDB. The design for the Smart
Factory use case that uses HLF remained the same and will therefore not be discussed here.
The PDAC for the Inbound Logistics use case will consist of the following sub-components:
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BCDB node, used to store the BCDB database, to evaluate new transactions to change
its content, and to allow querying the database.
BCDB clients, used to communicate with the BCDB node in order to query the
database and to propose new transactions.
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) keys-issuing authority, used to issue ABE secret
keys and ABE shared public key for the various C4IIoT entities, where each secret
key corresponds to the set of attributes associated with the requesting entity.
ABE clients, used to encrypt data given an access policy, and to decrypt data given a
secret ABE key.

The architecture of the PDAC for the Inbound Logistics use case is illustrated in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. PDAC Architecture in Inbound Logistics use case

The diagram shows the deployment of the various sub-components of the PDAC, and (partial)
interactions its sub-components have between themselves as well as with external, non-PDAC
components.
An end-to-end data flow within the various C4IIoT components, in the Inbound Logistics use
case, is as follows:
•

All the entities that are part of the PDAC (BCDB components, ABE components) or
that interact with the PDAC (C4IIoT components on field gateway and cloud) obtain
certificates from the CA (step 0 in Figure 5-2).

•

Data encryptors use the ABE keys-issuing authority to obtain the shared ABE public
key used for encrypting data (step 0).

•

Data decryptors use the ABE keys-issuing authority to obtain the shared ABE public
key and a personal ABE secret key used for decrypting data (step 0).

•

An edge node sends a new data item it wishes to share, such as sensor readings, to the
field gateway (step 1).
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•

The field gateway uses an ABE client to encrypt the data item, in accordance with
privacy-aware policies to be specified by the field gateway (step 2).

•

The field gateway uses a BCDB client to add a record related to the new data item (with
hash of the data to validate its integrity and the access policy used when encrypting the
data item) into the BCDB. This will be done by proposing new transaction to the BCDB
node (step 3).

•

Within the field gateway layer, the data is circulated to data consumers. Data consumers
use an ABE client to decrypt the data and may use it to encrypt a derivative of the data
which they wish to share (step 4).

•

The encrypted data is being sent from the field gateway to the cloud (step 5).

•

Within the cloud layer, the data is circulated to data consumers. Data consumers use an
ABE client to decrypt the data and may use it to encrypt a derivative of the data which
they wish to share (step 6).

•

The encrypted data is being sent to the storage service connector (step 7).

•

The storage service connector uploads the data to the cloud storage service to be stored
under a unique key (step 8).

•

The storage service connector uses a BCDB client to add a record related to the
corresponding data item in the BCDB, adding a pointer to the location where the data
item is stored on the storage service. This will be done by proposing new transaction to
the BCDB node (step 9).

•

Within the cloud layer, data consumers may download encrypted data stored on the
cloud storage service (step 10).

Partially Decentralized Access Control (PDAC) Demonstration
For PDAC demonstration, please see Appendix A.

5.1.3

Attribute-Based Encryption and Certificates

The Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) components of C4IIoT heavily rely and utilize
certificates. Beyond the ordinary usage of certificates for TLS communication against the ABE
components, that are implemented as HTTPS servers, the ABE components use certificates to
derive attributes and privileges of the C4IIoT entities.
As described in past deliverables, every entity in C4IIoT that needs to consume data that is
encrypted under ABE, such as analytics that analyze sensor readings, is granted with a personal
ABE secret key. This secret key encodes the attributes that the key holder has, from which the
access privileges are deduced: the key holder can only decrypt data that was encrypted under
ABE access policy that is fulfilled by the attributes in the secret key.
The ABE secret keys are issued by the ABE keys-issuing authority. This component receives
requests to generate secret keys for C4IIoT entities based on certificates. A certificate that was
signed by C4IIoT certificate authority as part of HPE’s identity management solution is trusted
by the ABE components and is considered as reliably describing the identity of a given entity
and its privileges.
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Every request made to the ABE keys-issuing authority to issue a new ABE secret key must
include the certificate of the applying entity, as the authority is configured to enforce client
authentication as part of the TLS protocol. The authority only trusts certificates signed by
C4IIoT’s CA. Certificates following the X.509 standard are supported and expected. The
authority extracts the attributes the entity is entitled of from its certificate, using the field
“extendedCertificateAttributes” that should be present as part of the “Subject” section. Figure
5-3 presents an example of certificate issued by C4IIoT’s CA, for an entity that is entitled to
the attributes of role: analyzer, purpose: security anomaly detection. The
“extendedCertificateAttributes” field is marked in red.

Figure 5-3. Example of client certificate with attributes to be used by ABE.

When this entity approaches the ABE keys-issuing authority with its certificate, the authority
extracts these attributes, generates new ABE secret key with these attributes encoded in, and
sends the secret key back to the entity, encrypted under the entity’s public key (with client
authentication TLS) such that only the entity can obtain its ABE secret key. In case of a
certificate that is missing the “extendedCertificateAttributes”, an error code is returned. In
addition, the ABE secret key will have validity period that is derived from the validity period
of the client certificate that was presented. Once the secret key has been issued, the entity can
use it to decrypt data using an ABE client, given that its secret key allows it to do so based on
the ABE access policy specified by the entity that encrypted the data.
The ABE keys-issuing authority is a technical component that verifies certificates and generates
ABE secret keys from information extracted from the certificates. It is not a component that
manages identities or determines privileges. It is the responsibility of the owner of the
infrastructure, or of the appointed security or privacy officer, to grant each entity with a
certificate that correctly contains its attributes.
5.1.4 Blockchain Technologies and Certificates
The Blockchain technologies components of C4IIoT, both Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) and
BCDB, also rely and utilize certificates. Beyond the ordinary usage of certificates for TLS
communication, certificated are used to derive attributes and permissions.
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As to HLF, the HLF channel includes four types of entities: HLF peers, HLF orderers, HLF
clients and HLF administrator. These types of entities were described in deliverable D3.3. Each
of these entities has different privileges and operations it can perform based on its type. For
example, only HLF peer can endorse a new transaction, while HLF client can propose new
transactions and query the ledger.
Every entity that is part of the HLF channel should be granted with certificate that was signed
by C4IIoT certificate authority as part of HPE’s identity management solution. These
certificates are trusted and considered as reliably describing the identity of a given entity and
its privileges. Certificates following the X.509 standard are supported and expected. The type
of the HLF entity is extracted from its certificate, using the field “organizationalUnitName”
that should be present as part of the “Subject” section. Figure 5-4 presents an example of
certificate issued by C4IIoT’s CA, for an entity that is entitled to the privilege of HLF peer. The
“organizationalUnitName” field is marked in red.

Figure 5-4. Example of HLF peer certificate with peer attribute.

The BCDB technology uses certificates to identify its users and manage the access control to
keys stored in the BCDB. Every user that interacts with the BCDB should first be enrolled by
the BCDB administrator. When enrolling a new user, the user’s certificate should be provided
by the administrator, alongside the desired permissions the user should have (read/write access
to sub-databases). When a user wishes to propose new transaction into the BCDB or to query
content, it should sign the request with the secret key that matches the public key described in
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its certificate. Each request and signature is then validated by the BCDB node, assuring only
permissioned users can interact with the BCDB.

5.1.5 Hyperledger Fabric Smart Contracts
Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) uses the concept of “smart contracts” to endorse new transaction
into the ledger. In HLF, smart contracts are called “chain code”. A detailed description of chain
code and its usage in C4IIoT was given in deliverable D3.3. This chapter will highlight the
information more clearly.
Chain code is a piece of code written in some programing language, that defines the operations
allowed to be executed on the HLF ledger to change its state through transactions. In C4IIoT,
we implemented chain code in the Node.js programing language. The chain code is agreed to
by the entities forming the HLF channel.
Chain code is installed and instantiated on HLF peers belonging to the channel. Each HLF peer
that installs a chain code runs another, separate docker container in which the chain code is
deployed and executed.
Figure 5-5 shows an example of chain code that was implemented for C4IIoT in Node.js,
containing two methods: “addSensorItemInfo” and “addSensorItemPointer”, that call a third,
“addRecord” method. These methods define the two types of transactions allowed in the C4IIoT
HLF channel, for adding sensor item info (hash and access policy) and sensor item pointer (such
as a URL).
In “addSensorItemInfo” method, input arguments are received by the HLF peer running the
chain code, from the client that ends the transaction proposal. The necessary information is
extracted from the transaction proposal: the ID of the relevant data item (line 72), the timestamp
of making the request (line 73), the hash of the data item (line 74) and the Attribute-Based
Encryption access policy (line 75) to be stored into the HLF ledger.
Similarly, for the “addSensorItemPointer” method, the data sent from the client invoking the
transaction is extracted: the ID of the relevant data item (line 86), the timestamp of making the
request (line 87), and the pointer pointing to the location where the data item is stored (line 88)
to be logged into the HLF ledger. Notice how, in line 104, the name of the client sending the
transaction is extracted from its certificate to be included in each record.
In line 110, a new state is being put into the ledger under a specified key, after building the
content. Modifying the ledger is the most important part of running the chain code. When a
peer is done running the chain code, it sends back information about which keys were modified
and in what nature. This response is signed by the peer. The client invoking the transaction
sends it to multiple peers that needs to endorse and sign it, depends on the endorsement policy
that was determined. The client then collects the responses from all the peers and sends them
to the HLF ordering node, where a verification is made to make sure that the required HLF
peers have signed and endorsed the transaction, and that they all agree on the state of the ledger.
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Figure 5-5. Chain code example

Figure 5-6 shows the logs of a docker container that is used by a HLF peer, as it executes
methods of the chain code when transaction is received, to later change the state of the ledger
in its associated peer.
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Figure 5-6. Chain code execution

Distributed Ledger Integration with Infineon's Secure Element
Distributed ledger technologies play an important role in C4IIoT framework, they are a
consensus of replicated, shared, and synchronized database. Blockchain is an example of the
use of this type of technologies. In the C4IIoT project, we use Hyperledger Fabric (HLF), which
is an open source project of a permissioned blockchain infrastructure with modular architecture,
allowing managing consensus and trust among different entities.
HLF works with cryptographic material for tasks like signing transactions, enrolment of new
nodes in the network and safeguard data access policies. Typically, this cryptographic material,
like ECC private keys and certificates, is stored in a software wallet. This way of storing the
keys generates vulnerabilities within the system, for instance, the recovery of keys by a third
party in a malicious way, and this implies the loss of credential of the owner, unauthorized
access control or data leakage.
IFAG’s secure element come into play protecting these cryptographic materials. In C4IIoT
smart factory edge nodes, the secure element is placed on it and support all the cryptographic
operations requested by the node.
The smart factory edge node works like a client in the HLF network, Figure 5-7. The client is
the responsible to enroll new users and trigger the transaction performed in the network. In the
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HLF network, the client interacts with the peer nodes and the orderer node, which is the main
administration point in the network.

Figure 5-7. Hyperledger Fabric architecture

The client is responsible of managing the keys which are used in the enrolment and transaction
mechanisms. The client is a Raspberry Pi (RPI) and the secure element is the Infineon OPTIGA
TPM2.0. The node is storing the keys in the OPTIGA TPM2.0.
The RPI is communicated by Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) with the embedded IRIDIUM
SLB 9670 TPM2.0 board.
Keys can be imported in the OPTIGA TPM2.0 as well as be generated inside. In the case of
being imported to the TPM2.0, the keys have to be issued by the certification authority
previously. In order to import the keys, the use of the different libraries in the stack become
essential. The TCG TPM2.0 Software Stack (TSS) described in deliverable D3.3 acts as an
interface between the different applications using the TPM.
The following figure shows how to import a key in the TPM in order to then interact with the
blockchain.

Figure 5-8. Key import in TPM

With tpm2_createprimary, it is created a primary object under a TPM hierarchy. A hierarchy is
a collection of entities that are related and managed as a group. Those entities include permanent
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objects (the hierarchy handles), primary objects at the root of a tree, and other objects such as
keys in the tree. The cryptographic root of each hierarchy is a seed: a large random number that
the TPM generates and never exposes outside its secure boundary. The TPM uses the seed to
create primary objects such as storage root keys. Those keys form the parent at the top of a
hierarchy and are used to encrypt its children.
Using tpm2_evictcontrol allows the hierarchy previously created to be made persistent. The
output will be a memory address where the object is stored. The tpm2_import imports the key
(user.key) in the TPM and create two handles: one for the private key and other for the public
key. These handles are portions of the TPM object. With tpm2_load is possible to load that
object into the TPM for subsequent use.
Once the key is imported, it is needed to link it with the PKCS#11 interface. PKCS#11 is the
standard, which defines a standard method to access cryptographic services from
tokens/devices such as hardware security modules (HSM), smart cards, etc. We intend to use
the TPM2.0 device as the cryptographic token. PKCS#11 isolates an application from the
details of the cryptographic device. That means, the application does not have to change to
interface to a different type of device or to run in a different environment; thus, it becomes the
application portable. Therefore, the advantage results in the fact that PKCS#11 standard works
as an interface between the TPM and HLF. HLF supports this standard in order to integrate
HSMs. By default, HLF use a software wallet in order to store the cryptographic material.
Adding the correspondent configuration in HLF, we can change this storage method by
hardware storage. The PKCS#11 standard is implemented in the TPM by the TCG group,
therefore all the functions and methods that contains inside are tested and proven using different
applications, so this standard acts as a hinge between these two technologies.
This API is implemented at the highest level within the TPM software stack (TSS), so it
abstracts the application on top of it, be it HLF or another Blockchain network, from all the
functionalities implemented at a low level in the TSS and therefore from the TPM itself. Any
TPM that includes the TSS in its implementation will therefore be compatible with applications
that implement the PKCS#11 standard.
In order to link the token with the PKCS#11 token, it is necessary to use the tpm2_ptool, which
are included in the PKCS#11 TSS library, Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9. TPM2 link token

The token initialization receives a handle, this handle is the same one that it had been obtained
with the tpm2_evictcontrol command. Then, the token is initialized with a pin number in order
to authentication and a label. Finally, the two public portions of the key are linked to the token.
In order to make HLF aware of this token, it is necessary to indicate in the client code that this
token is being used, Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10 HLF Configuration

The configuration indicates the parameters on which the token has been created and the
compiled PKCS#11 library.
The integration between Infineon TPM2.0 and HLF becomes essential in order to create a
robustness system in which the integrity is assured by DLT and hardware. Standards such as
PKCS11 become essential in the integration of these two components.

Traffic Analysis
As the adoption of encrypted network traffic continuously grows, malware authors see it as an
opportunity to evade detection. Encryption protocols are being used by malicious actors as a
way to hide their presence and activity, making their detection extremely challenging.
There are many approaches proposed to tackle the detection of threats in encrypted traffic. We
systematically surveyed each of them in a report that was recently published in ACM
Computing Surveys journal 2. Our study breaks the current methodologies into three categories,
each of which has its own strengths and weaknesses. The first category, namely “interception
of encrypted traffic”, decrypts the traffic and then follows common network inspection
techniques, such as string-based matching and anomaly detection. The weakness of this
approach is that it raises questions regarding the privacy of the users and data integrity. The
second category, namely “cryptographic functions”, utilize techniques like searchable
encryption which allows the processing of encrypted data. While this approach protects the
privacy of the users it adds major performance overhead in network communication. Finally,
the last category, namely “manipulation of traffic metadata and characteristics”, relies on the
use of packet metadata on encrypted traffic to find malicious behavior. The majority of such
approaches uses machine learning techniques and utilize ground truth datasets to train their
models. The disadvantage of this category is that it relies on certain datasets and may produce
unexpected results if the real-world traffic deviates from the dataset that was used for training.
To overcome these limitations and make our tool more effective even in situations that the
traffic differs from the traffic that has been used for training, we further enhanced our current
network processing solution previously described in D2.2 with the open-source solution Cisco
Joy 3 and JA3 4. Joy captures the TLS handshakes and extracts information which can be used
to determine the version and strength of the TLS connection. This can protect the end users
2

E Papadogiannaki, S Ioannidis. A Survey on Encrypted Network Traffic Analysis Applications, Techniques, and
Countermeasures. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 2021
3

“CISCO Joy,” [Online]. Available: https://developer.cisco.com/codeexchange/github/repo/cisco/joy/.

4

https://github.com/salesforce/ja3
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from using weak encryption and TLS downgrade attacks. JA3 is a method for creating SSL
fingerprints of encrypted connections between servers and clients. These fingerprints can then
be used to detect the presence of malicious software such as malware. Currently numerous
malicious fingerprints exist from malware and red team tools such as Metasploit 5 and is
considered a good way to detect indicators of compromise since its being used by established
network inspection programs such as Suricata 6. To further extend the functionality of JA3 and
as an extra precaution we also came up with a whitelist approach. Since the TLS connections
inside a smart factory are deterministic, we chose to use the JA3 algorithm to produce the
fingerprints of the connection that currently exist and monitor the network for any new
fingerprints.
With the initial TLS handshake being in plaintext the JA3 algorithm extracts certain fields from
the client Hello packet as seen in Figure 5-11. The fields selected are:
•
•
•
•
•

SSL version
Accepted ciphers
List of extensions
Accepted elliptic curves
Accepted elliptic curve formats

These fields are being selected based on their uniqueness and can identify a client starting a
TLS connection. These strings are then MD5 hashed to produce a 32-character fingerprint
which is the JA3 fingerprint for that TLS connection. Following that approach, we created JA3
fingerprint hashes for all of the encrypted network connections inside the smart factory, an
example of such hashes can be seen in Figure 5-12. Using our whitelist of hashes, we are able
to detect any new TLS connections from inside the smart factory and counter possible data
exfiltration attempts.

5

https://www.metasploit.com/

6

https://suricata.io/
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Figure 5-11. A SSL client hello packet

Figure 5-12. Hashes of fingerprinted TLS connections

In conjunction with the open-source solutions we have integrated, our network traffic analysis
tool monitors encrypted network traffic to discover specific threats. As we have already
mentioned in D2.2, we have constructed a testbed which can automatically produce multiple
versions of known attacks in encrypted traffic. In this testbed, we are able to capture the network
traffic for a long time, e.g., for about a week, and then used it to create signatures of malicious
patterns. Our method first breaks the network traffic into flows and then extracts packet
metadata, such as the length of the packet’s payload and their sequence. After collecting all of
the sequences for multiple versions of the same malicious action, we use data mining to discover
repeating patterns which can help us recognize that specific action in network traffic. Following
this approach, we are able to fingerprint and recognize the use of some known pentesting tools
such nmap7 and Nikto8 as in encrypted traffic.
To further enrich our database of signatures we used a public network traffic dataset which
contained labelled actions of known IoT malware9. The dataset contains malicious network
7

https://nmap.org/

8

https://github.com/sullo/nikto

9
“Sebastian Garcia, Agustin Parmisano, & Maria Jose Erquiaga. (2020). IoT-23: A labeled dataset with malicious
and benign IoT network traffic (Version 1.0.0) [Data set]. Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4743746”
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traffic from infected IoT devices which are labelled by malware and malware action. A malware
which has infected the host can take many malicious actions, such as communication with the
botnet server to receive instructions (C&C) or attempt to pivot to other hosts by using login
protocols and default credentials. To make our signatures robust and less prone to false positives
we only used malicious actions which were performed multiple times inside the dataset. In
addition, we inspected the packets and removed packet retransmissions and incomplete actions.
Lastly, we tested the generated signatures against benign traffic from the dataset which
produced zero matches. Following our pattern matching methodology we were able to produce
signatures which match malicious malware actions inside encrypted network traffic.

Figure 5-13. IoT 23 dataset of malicious traffic

Privacy aware, Trustworthy Data & Analytics (Data Fusion Bus)
Privacy Aware, Trustworthy Data and Analytics is a module which has three main components:
a) the Data Fusion Bus (DFB), b) the Kafka to Elasticsearch connector, and c) Elasticsearch as
the database. All three components together create a safe and reliable way to transfer and store
smaller or larger amounts of data. Each component is shipped in a separate Docker container,
with its own environment, in addition to the Kafka containers.
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Figure 5-14. Data Fusion Bus within C4IIoT

5.4.1 Data Fusion Bus (DFB)
The DFB is a combination of a Spring Boot [6] program and the underlying Kafka component.
Apache Kafka [7] by default offers reliability and is used to handle larger amount of data,
making it ideal for an environment where many edge devices and other modules can produce
large amounts of data. Within the C4IIoT, data are produced in Logistics and Smart Factory
edge and sent to their respective field gateways, and more data are produced by the Network
Traffic Analysis module in the smart factory field gateway. Most of the data are written in the
"ToCloudStorage" topic of Kafka in field gateways, but there are other topics that enable the
communication between MEDICI and BACS in the field gateways and the cloud. The data from
the "ToCloudStorage" topic on the cloud are consumed by the AVT and SAM, which are used
to produce alerts. The communication between the AVT and BINSEC is also performed using
two Kafka topics, allowing BINSEC to run for as much time as needed.
The functionalities which are offered as an API by DFB and were described in D3.3 [3] allow
web applications such as the AVT to use the API to interact with Kafka for functionalities which
otherwise would have to be performed using the command line. Through the API, the user can
limit read and write access to a Kafka topic and, as a mitigation action, revoke that access if a
certificate is considered compromised.
DFB has been designed to work on a Kafka cluster and it is therefore possible to control the
cluster with a single instance of DFB. In the cases such as that of C4IIoT, where direct
communication between all servers is not possible, and therefore there are single Kafka
instances, a new DFB instance has to be deployed with each Kafka at each server. The data
between the field gateways and the cloud are transported using Kafka mirroring.
5.4.2 Kafka to Elasticsearch connector
Kafka to Elasticsearch connector is another Spring Boot application, whose main purpose is to
store the data from Kafka to Elasticsearch. The main topic of C4IIoT, named
"ToCloudStorage", is used to transfer the data from various other modules; then, the connector
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writes them to appropriate index in Elasticsearch. Additionally, it is used to store the messages
produced by SAM when a specific detection takes place in a separate index.
Additional to its storing functionality, this topic also compares the hash that was stored on the
blockchain element of DAC when the data were produced with the hash of the data that are
about to be stored. If there is a mismatch between the date hash and the hash that is stored on
the blockchain, a "Data manipulation" event is reported back to “ToCloudStorage” Kafka topic,
where it is consumed by SAM and AVT and stored to ElasticSearch by the connector itself and
the data are stored on a separate index. If the hashes match, the connector also adds the
Elasticsearch key to DAC's blockchain for each datapoint.
Finally, any rules for automatic mitigation, which have been setup by the user of C4IIoT, are
checked and applied by the connector, when a specific detection has been reported.
5.4.3 Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch [8] in C4IIoT is used as a NoSQL storage component for the data produced by
the edge, along with the detection that have taken place by the framework. It was selected for
its ability to store documents in JSON form, while at the same time being able to index attributes
of those documents for fast search. In the current implementation there is a single node of
Elasticsearch running, although if needed, more nodes can be added into a cluster for
redundancy purposes. The only components interacting directly with Elasticsearch are the AVT
and the Kafka to Elasticsearch connector.
Elasticsearch stores the data into multiple indices depending on the design. The following
indexes have been defined within the C4IIoT framework:
•
•
•
•

C4IIoT

tocloudstorage-<data>: It stores all the data from the edge and the traffic analysis
module. A new index is created in daily basis, although its naming convention allows a
search in all the indices of that type.
manipulated_data-<date>: It stores the data that have been detected as manipulated by
the mismatch of the hashes.
binsec_history: It stores the requests of the user towards BINSEC and stores the results
when it has finished.
sam_history: It stores the specific detections after they have been enriched with
information by SAM.
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6 Security Assurance in Industrial Networks
STS Security Assurance Module
Sphynx's Security Assurance Module (SAM) is responsible for monitoring, testing, and
assessing the runtime operations of the C4IIoT platform. This component audits critical
components and processes of the infrastructure while leveraging monitoring mechanisms
developed in the context of the project. Based on that input, SAM provides an evidence-based
view of the security posture of the C4IIoT platform, with accountability provisions for changes
that occur in said posture and the analysis of their cascading effects, supporting the runtime
checking based on sets of associated claims and assessments.
The real-time, continuous assessment of the security posture of the C4IIoT platform is enabled
by a purpose-built Event Captor Module using Elasticsearch (ELK stack), which is responsible
for aggregating the required evidence from multiple sources related to the operation of
individual components, as well as the overarching processes where these components are
involved in. Several built-in security assessments addressing the Confidentiality – Integrity –
Availability (CIA) principles among custom metrics that are tailored with respect to the
platform’s components are utilized, leveraging an evidence-based approach, to provide security
assurance assessments. A high-level view of SAM’s architecture is presented in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. Security Assurance Module high-level architecture

6.1.1 SAM Components
The Security Assurance Module is comprised of five primary components:
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1. Cyber System Asset Loader: The component responsible for receiving C4IIoT’s cyber
system’s asset model. This model includes the assets of the organization, security
properties for these assets, threats that may violate these properties, and the security
controls that protect the assets and is based on STS’s Assurance Model.
2. Vulnerability Analyzer: The Vulnerability Analyzer is responsible to identify known
vulnerabilities of assets defined within C4IIoT’s asset model. The module includes two
components, (a) the vulnerability loader and (b) the vulnerability database. This
component automatically constructs the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) per
asset and then retrieves its Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) by searching
in a local copy of the National Vulnerability Database. This copy is continuously
updated by utilizing an in-house component that fetches the latest known CVEs from
National Vulnerability Database (NVD)'s JSON files.
3. Dynamic Tester: The component responsible for initiating the testing assessment. The
module consists of two components: (a) the dynamic tester or manager and (b) the
dynamic testing tool.
4. EVEREST: A runtime monitoring engine, built-in Java, that offers an API for
establishing the monitoring rules to be checked. This module is composed of two
submodules: (a) the monitoring database and (b) the monitor. The role of the module is
to forward the runtime events from the application’s monitored properties and finally
obtain the monitoring results.
5. Event Captor Module: The Event Captor Module is a tool that, based on collected data
and triggering events, formulates a rule or a set of rules and pushes the latter towards
EVEREST for evaluation. Data and events are mostly collected through Elasticsearch
based on lightweight shippers (namely Beats), such as Filebeat, Metricbeat, Packetbeat,
etc., that forwards and centralizes log data. Data can also be collected through Logstash,
an open server-side data processing pipeline that ingests data from a multitude of
sources transforms it, and then sends it to Elasticsearch. The Event Captor Module is
initiated through the respective REST calls from EVEREST.

6.1.2 Model Driven Security Assessments
Sphynx's Security Assurance Module performs various types of security assessments, such as
(a) Vulnerability Analysis, (b) Monitoring and (c) Dynamic Testing Assessments.
•

Vulnerability Analysis Assessment: The identification of possible vulnerabilities of
the cyber system under examination is performed by SAM’s Vulnerability Analyzer.
This is achieved using NIST’s National Vulnerability Database and SAM’s cyber
system asset model and vulnerabilities loader. The Vulnerability Analysis assessment
does not actively interact with the assessed cyber system as it examines the composition
and specification of its assets (i.e., hardware, software).

•

Dynamic Testing Assessment: The Dynamic Testing Assessment is performed by
SAM’s Dynamic Tester which determines the validity of the Vulnerability Analysis
Assessment and further investigates for vulnerabilities by putting the system to test.
This is achieved by interacting with the C4IIoT cyber system assets and actively trying
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to exploit the identified vulnerabilities, identify new exploitable vulnerabilities as well
as reveal unreported cyber system assets.
•

Monitoring Assessments: The Monitoring Assessments are performed by SAM’s
EVEREST, a generic engine for checking violations of Event Calculus formulae against
a given set of runtime events and providing continuous evaluation of the security posture
of the C4IIoT platform throughout its different layers. The rules that need to be audited
by the monitor are specified within security and dependability (S&D) patterns using an
XML-based language called EC-Assertion. EC-Assertion is a first-order temporal logic
language, based on event calculus (EC), primarily developed not only to represent but
also to reason about actions and their effects over time.

6.1.3 Attack Information Enhancement Middleware
The C4IIoT attack information enhancement middleware is an interconnection between the
Traffic Analysis Tool, developed by FORTH and the Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT),
provided by AEGIS. The middleware receives information about the attack type form the traffic
analysis tool and based on the Attack MITRE Framework enhances the identified attack
information with mitigation actions coming from MITRE. Also, the middleware populates the
final message with the risk level in a qualitative form as depicted in HPE’s risk assessment
methodology and forwards the final message to the AVT.
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable, being the final output of WP3, presented the further development and
enhancement in relation to previous deliverables (D3.1, D3.2 and D3.3) for various
technologies undergone the Cloud Layer components and C4IIoT’s Level-2 and Level-3
Security Mechanisms.
The Cloud layer hosts and protects C4IIoT modules including behavioural analysis and
advanced anomaly detection, mitigation engine, security assurance, as well as DAC. Resource
management and orchestration of the cloud environment support building, deploying and
managing of the C4IIoT modules inside a hybrid cloud environment.
BACS (Behavioural Analysis & Cognitive Security) Framework includes behavioural models
based on advanced deep learning techniques to provide a deeper understanding of the whole
environment and give advanced anomaly detection model for the entire IoT ecosystem. To
increase security and privacy-awareness, BACS uses Intel SGX Technology that allows
behavioural models to be placed and executed inside secure enclaves.
The Mitigation Engine, providing the core building block for mitigating attacks across the
different layers was discussed as well as CARMAS and SDN controller DISCO to filter traffic
destined to vulnerable or unpatched devices.
In the domain of Trustworthiness of Data we presented DAC with its Blockchain and ABE
technologies, as well as Privacy aware, Trustworthy Data & Analytics technology, Traffic
analysis, and IFAG Secure Element.
This document at its end presents, at high level, the Security Assurance platform feasible for
IIoT environments.
References cited during this document are reported in correspondent section.
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9 Appendix
Appendix A: Partially Decentralized Access Control (PDAC) Demonstration
The following subsection provides a demonstration of the BCDB operation as part of the PDAC
(steps 3 and 9 as described in the previous subsection). A demonstration of the Attribute-Based
Encryption (ABE) operation was provided in deliverable D3.3. The demonstration was
performed in IBM’s internal testing environment, towards the integration into C4IIoT’s final
version in the final execution environment. The examples of the client invoking the operations
are implemented and shown in Python, though the PDAC exposes REST APIs accessible
through any tool capable of sending such requests.
Figure 9-1 below shows a client running on the field gateway handling a newly generated data
item with respect to the PDAC (step 3 as described in the previous subsection). The client sends
a request for inserting a new record to the BCDB associated with the new data item. The record
contains the hash of the data item (generated using SHA-256, line 14) and the ABE access
policy used to encrypt it. The client sends a POST request to the BCDB client running on the
FG (lines 28-29), for a dedicated endpoint. This triggers the BCDB client to propose a new
transaction into the BCDB, involving the BCDB node. Next, the example shows the client
querying the BCDB to verify the record was successfully committed (this step is not necessary
in practice). The client specifies a filter to filter records by, as it wishes to retrieve only records
that are relevant for this data item (line 33), and then sends a GET request to the BCDB client
(lines 43-44). Notice that both requests require the client secret key and certificate to be attached
in order for the identity of the client to be verified.
The results received from these operations are presented in Figure 9-2. Sending a POST request
for the BCDB client to add a record to the BCDB is resulted with 200 status code. The output
of the GET request is then printed. An array of two records is returned from the BCDB: one of
type “policy” and the other of type “hash”.
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Figure 9-1. Adding record using BCDB at FG

Figure 9-2. Adding record using BCDB at FG – results
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